This paper examines some methods and ideas underlying the author's successrul proba bilistic learning a,8tema (PLS), which have proven uniquely effective and efficient in generalization learning or induction. While the emerging principles are generally ~ applicable, this paper illustrates them in heuristic search, which demands noise management and incremental learning. In our approach, both task perrormance and learning are guided by probability. Probabilities are incrementally normalized and revised, and their errors are located and corrected.
INTRODUCTION
Recent work on uncertainty in mechanized inference has shown that various methods for updat ing beliefs are more stongly related than commonly realized [Ho 86, Wi 86]. While it is not obvi ous which techniques will become standard in AI, established probability theory may be the best starting point for both analysis and implementation [Ch 85, Go 83]. For reasons df economy, however, learning systems must compress a whole probability distribution into some concise form. One condensation is just a pair of numbers: the belief (primary probabiiity) and some measure of its confidence (second order probability) [Re86] . In terms of objective probability, such abstractions are unequivoeally defined, but in a practical sistem, beliefs and confidences are partly subjective, and there may be several ways to determine them.
Beller and Uncertainty in Induction
Recent research has considered the propagation of beliefs in deductive inference, but uncer tainty is at least as impor~ant in induction. Induction is the compression of data into some con cise and meaningful form (WaS9). More precisely, induction is the creation of abstractions or sets called categoriel or dU'eI; classes are produced from data called events, pctlerM, or objects. AIl. object might be a visual grid, the state of a checker board, or countless other items of interest, usually involving performance of some task. Objects within a class are similar for pur poses of the current task or goal. Because a class description or concept embodies not only observed objects, but also similar objects yet to be encountered, induction is predictive. Predic tion is one of the main characteristics of intelligence.
For several reasons, induction is computationally difficult. First, the number of potential hypotheses (candidate concepts) is very large, compared with the number of explicit descriptions that can be explored in reasonable time. Hypotheses are hard to distinguish, since data are usu ally sparse. Further, the data are often noisy or inadequately described. Finally, not all the data may. be available at once, so incremental learning is required; this suggests that multiple hypotheses should be continually developed, refined, assessed, and compared.
An hypothesis is assessed as an expression of the correct concept, based on evidence (data), -and also on biases (s~bjective models or extra-evidential criteria). The combined measure (,f our befief in an hypothesis is its credibility. Because there are multiple sources of knowledge which in8.uence credibility, and because it should be updated as new evidence becomes available, uncer tainty in induction is a complex problem.
Early work in pattern recognition accounted for probability and included subtleties such as techniques ror combining 'several sources or belier, both evidential and extra-evidential IWa691. In cont;·ast, much of the machine learning research in artificial intelligence, while permitting symbolic representation, has avoided uncertainty [Di82, Mi83J, although there are some excep tions such as [Ha 86, Qu 83, Re 83aJ. In an attempt to unify some of the AI and pattern recogni tion work, [ Re 86] gives a general framework for probabilistic iiiduction and examines some emerging principles.
Incremental, Probabilistic Induction, and an muatrative Domain
The present paper addresses the problem of efficient probabilistic and Incremental induc tion. As shown in IRe 86}, induction can be considered as the problem of learning a function. Because induction normally has some purpose or goal, we call the associated function a utilit, function. Later we shall define the utility as the probability of goal attainment.
The exact form of the utility runction u depends on the particular task and approach. In simpler cases, u is expressed in terms of variables which describe high level attributes or futuretl of objects. When u is well behaved, having few maxima, objects neighboring in feature space have similar u values, and this permits the relatively straightrorward techniques of Bc/ecti.,e induction such as discriminant analysis and hyper rectangle formation (Re 86]. For example, ·sin gle concept" learning usually discovers a simple Boolean function having few disjunctions [Di 821. More elaborately, management of uncertainty requires a multiple-valued or continuous utility function u; u may be probabilistic if it haa values in [0, I). The problem of new terms (construc tive induction or variable transformation) is very difficult; it corresponds to a multi-modal util ity runction. In the case of either selective or constructive induction, incremental learning is easier if the standard representation of u is probabilistic (updating may then be gradual).
In this paper, we examine some fairly general methods for incremental and uncertain induc tion, illustrating them mainly in the ease where induction is selective and the utility function u is an evaluation function H for heuristic search. Here there are really two kinds of search which alternate. In the. primary task, states chosen by H are transformed into others by applying operators (e.g. moves in a game), and the purpose is to find a goal state (e.g. a win). In the learn ing phase, search takes place to find a useful runction H which will lead to a solution in the task domain. (If this induction is to be selective,.8 must be expressed in terms of high level features such as piece advantage and center controL) We shall discuss efficient and effective methods for learning such a Cunction.
Designers of early AI programs Cor learning heuristics often employed statistical methods (Ne65, Sa63, Sa67, 51681. These methods utilize probabili~y or a related measure in two ways. Some readers may find certain aspects of PLSI familiar. Classes are represented as proto types or centroids, and (simultaneously) as hyperrectangles or logical conjunctions of feature ranges. Disjunctions of rectangles are allowed. Classes are optimally discriminated according to an inductive criterion which is essentially information-theoretic. On the other hand, some PLS methods used to represent and induce a class description are unusual. For reasons given later, concepts are both prototypes and hyperrectangles. To accommodate uncertainty agd Doise, the inductive criterion incorporates both probability and its error. To facilitate incremental learn ing, classes of probability are clustered, updated, and refined. Etrors and biases are located and ·corrected.
The next section of this paper details the problem of uncertain induction, and suggests some knowledge structures for probabilistic incremental learning. These include double representation (class extent and class prototype), and its dual meaning (probability partition and utility func tion). The third section outlines some PLS methods, including normalization of biased data, loca tion of errors, and refinement of the probability function. The Courth section briefly cODSiders probability as a factor in effective and efficient induction.
REPRESENTATIONS FOR INDUCTIVE LEARNING
When induction converts individual patterns or objects into classes or concepts, both the objects and the concepts must be expressed using some language, such as feature space representations, . logie, grammars, etc. The language may limit expressible concepts, for example the feature space model is a restriction of logic which cannot express many concepts [Bi 77). The concepts not covered are those for which structure must be learned, or Cor which a large number of disjunc tions are required. :Using a feature space representation alone, the only feasible induction is through aggregation of neighboring points as shown in· Fig. 1 [An 73 ]. Here concepts are local . neighborhoods of objects; this selective induction is the simplest,Corm of "implicit disjunction"
The reason for any language restriction is pragmatic. To induce concepts in practice (at least with current understanding), very general representation languages such as the predicate logic cannot be used in full, because of the extreme computational complexity. However, there are indication. that a controlled introduction of successively more powerful means of concept for mation are practical. ThiS involves a variable language constraint or bias, and multiple and interrelated representations (Re85b] . In most oC this paper, though, we shall consider just a feature space restriction of logic. Even so, we need 8exible representation: the form of a concept should accommodate degrees of precision, which should be modifiable during incremental learn ing. 2 . , .005 .001
.2 .Ot . In less extreme cases, these are just anomalies whose effects can be recorded using proportions as shown here.
Deterministic versus Probabillatic Concept Expression
In a feature space representation, an object is a vector x = (Xl' x 2 , ••• , x.), where n is the number of fea(,ures Xj. In vision for example, these features might be the light intensity (gray level) for a total of n squares (pixels) of a grid representing an image. If images contain some symbol of interest, each vector observed becomes a positive or negative instance of the concept ·contains the symbol". In a game such as checkers, the ultimate concept is ·winning positions".
Objects could be expressed as vectors of high level features such as piece advantage, center con trol, etc.; or, instead, objects might be represented more basically as states, i.e. asvector~ . describing the contents of individual squares. However, for the techniques of selective induction to be adequate, the data objects must be expressed in terms of hig? level features.
In supervised learning, the data provide positive and negative training examples of a con cept or class. lertmost cell is the hypcrrectangle r = S" compactly expressible as (0 <Xl < 4) n (0 < x < 2). Here r represents the class having probability p(r} = 0.2 of occurren~e of some class C, i.e.
2 p(r) is the conditional probability Pr(CI r) of C, given that object x Er. (An example is shown in Fig. 3 .)
From one point oC view, the number oC classes is the number oC p values, and the induction is partially unsupervised (this is. the clustering problem a.pplied to probability classes). From another point oC view, we have returned to the situation in which there are only two classes (suc:
cess or not). In the latter view, we have a discrete Cunction p(r) indicating the proba.bility oC membership in the "success" class. The Cunction p{r) can also be considered as the degree of class membership IRe 86J. X t X t Figure 2 . Probability classes, a step function, or a sd of sub-hypotheses. Feature space can be parti tioned (clustered) into rect.angular cella r, each having a roughlr sirnilu probabilitr p of implring some concept C. The p nlues shown inside each r represent Pr(Clr). The set {(r,p)} can be considered a step . function of feature Teetor x whose values are giyen by p. This set of probability classes is also a disjoint and exhaustive let or sub-hypotheses for C.
Economy through Step Functions or Sub-Hypotheses
The problem oC inducing a concept C is the problem of learning a utility Cunction u(x) (where x is a vector oC Ceatures and u is the probabmty oC class membership). In deterministic learning, u is Booleani in probabilistic learning, u has real values in [O,l}. An arbitrary function is very hard to learn, although our current assumption is that u is not too irregular (i.e. that u varies gradually with x, so techniques oC selective induction may be used).
In Fig. 2 , we approximate u(x) by using a step.Cunction p(r); in learning u, a program may improve its estimate oC u by refining the Ceature space partition {r}, and by updating per) for each r (as in Fig.6 , discussed later). Like finding linear discriminant functions, learning hyper.
rectangles is efficient [Bi 771; moreover their storage requirements are small [Re 77J. & we shall see in §3, the entire partition {r} may be optimized so that boundaries maximize differences in p.
Hence the entire function representation is economic (cf. {WB 68]).
Representing the utility Cunction u as a step Cunction has still another important ad~antage. Each discrete step or cell of the partition is also a suh-hypothesis or the complete hypothesis or candidate function u. If a learning algorithm is available which can generate and test these indi vidual components,the task or learning u becomes simpler and Caster. This divide and conquer approach is part of PLS.
Structures tor Probabilistic Ooncept.
Instead of recording a rectangle r for a probability class, we could store some other informa tion to express the concept. One possibility is a representative of rI ita prototype or centroid c (Du 73]. Additional information may also be useful: to express our confidence in p, we could inc:lude ita error e. Let us call an association of elements such as (r, p, e, c) a regi9n if it contains r and p. Sometimes we shall abbreviate regions as triples (r,p,e) or as pairs (r,p) if the extra elements are unimportant in the current context.
One of the unusual aspects of our systems is that their regions include both cells a.nd cen troids. PLS uses cella for various reasons. Incremental learning demands progressively refined knowledge, and cells facilitate refinement. Moreover, rectangles r are easy to express, and convey meaning well: conjunctions of feature ranges define classes concisely (Fig.2) . Further, the size of r in a region R = (r,p, e, c) gives an impression of the gradient vp (i.e. the rate of change of pro bability) near c.
.
But prototypes may also be important. PLS uses centroids c for several reasons. This vec tor c, along with the p 'value of a region R, define one datum in a regression to determine a smoothed estimate of the utility function u(x). (In our current application to heuristic search, u is an evaluation function for interpolated state evaluation.) In one mode of system operation, c allows sophisticated measurement of the proximity of a state in feature space: the proximity measure weights features according to their "importance" near the prototype c lRe 83cl.
PLSI performs several operations on regions, inc:luding reclassification (of probability category p), differentiation (refinement or splitting of cells r), generalization (merging cells r), and reorganization (of {r}) {Re8Sa]. Because PLSI is complex, we shall consider just part of its structure and just two of its operators: cell splitting and probability rec:lassification, although some other aspects will be mentioned briefly.
PROBABILITY AS PRODUOT OF LEARNING
The probabilistic learning system PLS can be used for ·single concept" learning, like the systems described in [Di 82], but most testing has been in the more complex domain of heuristic search. Here noise arises because of inadequate features, search anomalies, and changing environments.
According to §2, PLSI expresses and induces uncertain utili,ty (probability of success) as a function of features. In search, success means leading to discovery of a good solution or win. If feature space rectangle r contains a vector x which represents a state in a problem or a game, then the function H(x) = per) is the probability that the state x Er will be useful (its utility). H may be used as a discrete eva.luation fundion (heuris.tic function) to assess state x (see Figs. 2,3) . Results using PLS1 include efficient convergence to optimal evaluation functions H. Novel aspects of PLS include incremental revision (reclassification) of probability estimates per} during task performance, appropriate refinement of feature space cells r, and normalization of heaVily biased samples. These and other aspects are examined. below. "3.1. Definition and Use of Conditional Probability
In the supervised learning of a single class, the definition of success probability is clear: a training sample is in the class or not, and thereCorecontributes 1 or 0 in a success count for its corresponding feature space cell r (Fig.l) . In problem solving, however, there are complications.
One PLS method for"learning H begins as follows. Given an (initially trivial) H and a set S of sample problems, attempt their 80Iutio~, to compute a correspo.nding set lT} of search tree.s.
(There must be at least one solution in {T} if any useful information is to be extracted.) For feature space cell r, the probability of success p(r) is the number of states x within r found on solution paths in {Tl, divided by the total number of states x within r. (A similar probability is defined for games in [Re S3b].) These conditional probabilities per) = Pr(successl r) are illus trated in Fig. 3 .
An ideal measure of state quality would be per) for undirected (6readth-first) search, tJer, large, random S, and fler, ,mall r. Unfortunately, resource constraints preclude all three idea.la. One alternative is to obtain probabilities using informed and progressively improving heuristics H, and then to normalize to standard, breadth-first values. This involves probability estimates p{r), initially obtained for easy S and larger r, and then for progressively harder S's and gradu ally refined r's. By making use of improving p{r) values, H may be bootstrapped. This whole approach is complex, however. (rj,pj) may be used to de6ne a discrete heuristic func tion, or they may become data to at a regression model, to represent the probability of a node'a being on a solut.jnn path. "
Good Use or Scarce Inrormation To Estimate Probabilities
One purpose of induction is to minimize knowledge acquisition costs, so training samples x are usually sparse. The data alone are not sufficient to constrain hypotheses, so a model is used. . Utility similar ity involves the whole task environment, not just features of an individual object. Here we meas ure utility as probability of success (Fig. 3 ).
, The system employs a splitting algorithm which repeatedly dichotomizes rectangles r using knowledge of the discrimination decreases our surprise or increaseS the information).
Clustering similar probabilities improves their accuracy since it effectively produces larger samples. Since data determine splits, the sizes and shapes of feature space cells or clusters tend to match characteristics of the domain, and splitting occurs only when warranted (see Fig. 2 ).
PLS may be compared with SamuePs statistical method of adjusting parameters, and with his signature tables [Sa 63, 5a67). All these schemes use available information well, allowing every state encountered to influence H stochasUcally-each useful state increments a ·success" count (see Fig.3 ). Consequently, PLS and Samuel's checker player are both effective and efficient. PLS is more stable, general, and mechanized IRe 85aJ.
Incremental Learning of Probability Estimates
Initially, PLS may possess no heuristic information. To start, easy problems can be presented which are solvable within resource constraints (Fig 4) . (In a different mode of opera,.
tion. the system c:an be initialized by presenting harder problems, as long as some minimal Cstart-up'/t heuristic can be provided [Re83b].) Problem instances are selected either by the user or by machine. As shown in Fig. 4 , training problems are not training examples, rather the sys tem generates its own examples.
The data so obtained are assumed to represent all problems, and the resulting probabilities are used predictively, to form heuristic H(x) = b.x (continuous) or H(r) = per) (discrete), for a new round of problem solving or game playing. Because H is now improved, harder problems can be solved, and consequently, new probability measurements p(x) become avail~ble (called e/emen· t4r~ probabilities). These ar~ used both to improve (reclassify) per), and also to refine (split) current cells r (Fig. 6 ). These two operations are detailed below, but first we shall deal with a phenomenon-.arising Crom the incremental nature of PLS. goal Figure. .. Efl'ecta or improTing heuristic functions. A. knowledge increues over successiTe iterations of the system, search becomes narrower. Tl develops ILS many nodes ILS To (ea.c1l15), but has 50% more "success" nodes. In terDll or information avwable ror learning, tllia mean. that -success» counts are higher (a greater proportion of the nodes appear on the solution path or game wla), which aids learning. However, the same phenomenon biases the probabilities unpredictably_ .
NormallsatioD of Inherently Biased Probabilities
When the system computes probabilities p(x), it generally uses a non-trivial heuristic H to sample solutions to difficult problems. These p(x) are heavily biased, they overestimate results relative to unguided (breadth-first) search. Positive bias occurs because fewer useless states are developed when H guides search, and a higher proportion participate in solutions (see Fig 4) . The ele~entary values p(x) must be corrected if commensurate state evaluation and meaningful probability learning are to be possible. Since the basis for unbiasing must be partly extra evidential, this correction introduces an element of subjectivity into the final probabilities.
Unfortunately, while the bias is known to be positive, its magnitude is unpredictable. Nevertheless, elementary probabilities may be normalized, coarsely in anyone system iteration, but effectively overall. Incremental feedback over repeated iterations of the learning system serves t.o correct errors in rough treatments. One method (a simplification of IRe 83~n is dep icted in Fig. 5 . Methods of error detection and correction will be discussed shortly. 
Refinement of Feature Space with Improving Probability Resolution
As more training problems are encountered in successive PLS iterations, domain knowledge accumulates in a region .et, a set of tuples (r, p, e, e), where e i. the error in p, and c is the proto type or centroid. Region set refinement uses the clustering algorithm previously described. Each esto.bluhed or (Umul4til1e region becomes the starting point for further splitting (Fig. 6 ).
This learning is not just linear accretion of information, bu~ rather an accelerating process guided by experience. Cells r have size and shape determined by the particular domain. These cells are refined (split by the clustering algorithm) whenever significant differences emerge in suc 'cess probability. Further, as the heuristic H improves, it guides search toward more successful states, and this results in more useful information. More -succesr-states in turn permit greater contrast in probability (see Figs. 4, 5, 6 ). The iterative process can be compared to search by a microscope: at first a large area might be scanned. and when something interesting appears, magnification is increased, now omitting surrounding incidentals, and allowing greater resolution of the phenomenon of interest. In our case, the general phenomenon is variation of p with its , '
determinants the features, and the phenomenon of particular interest is variation of p in volumes of feature space having fast-ehanging p values.
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.003 Another means of improving probability estimates involves the incremental creation of fresh data {(x, p',e', c')} in every new iteration. AJJ shown in Fig. 5 , these data are used to gen erate a (normalized) region set Hr, p', e', c')} corresponding to the already available, established set Hr, p, e, c) }. F or each established rectangle r, the two probability estimates p and p' are averaged and the error estimate resulting Crom combining eand e' is decreased. (This averaging uses error-weighting; see [Re83a, Re83b) .)
Finally, the most sophistica.ted kind oC error correction involves the genetic learning system
PLSe which controls parallel activations of the basic system PLSI. PLS2 is able to locate errors in individual regions. A3 we saw in 52.2, a region isa Bub-hypothesis or the entire utility Cunction, and our scheme is to learn regions independently of each other, a divide and conquer approach.
In recent experiments, PLS2 has proved stable, efficient and effective IRe 85al.
In summary, PLSl and PLS2 use clustering iteratively, to refine knowledge gradually.
Because of the progressive improvement in the resulting heuristic, all iterations but the first gen erate biased probabilities, which must. be normalized. The error. involved are large and difficult to estimate, but can be improved through iterative feedback. The system i. effective and . efficient.
PROBABILITY AS INDUCTIVE CRITERION
PLS not only learns probability, it is also guided 6, probability. Consider a simple kind of induc tion, that of learning a single class C, given a set S of objects which are examples of C. This can be an immense task. If the number of objects in the universe is o~ly 100, the number of induc tions (ways of forming a clus 0) i. 2 100 ::::::! 10 10 • As Watanabe showed in hill -theorem of the ugly duckling-, no one classification ill intrinsi cally better than any other [Wa 69}. In other words, in order to select an appropriate class, we must rely on some edernal criterion. This criterion is the quality, our belief in the hypothesis C, or its credibility, whkh expresses some ascribed elegance or purpose of a generalization. The credibility may be considered a probability (that we believe C).
Two Kinds of Credibility
Watanabe discusses and formalizes two kinds of credibility criteria: et1iclentia~ and edra e1Jidenti41. These are also called confirmation and creditation. EYidential and extra-evidential criteria may be combined, to form a single credibility measure. Evidential criteria correspond to the AI notion of data-drivenness, and extra-evidential criteria correspond to model-drivenness.
The simplest evidential criterion in our case involves the performance of an induced. heuria . tic H, vii. the number of nodes developed in search for problem solutions. In PLS2, this does not just confirm H, it assigns credit and blame to individual regions (Re83b, Re 85aJ).
A related aspect of PLSI involves the task-oriented utility or success probability p. Since we induce for the purpose of successful heuristic search, we want the product of induction Both kinds of credibility can aid the extreme computational problem of induction. For example, the constraint that feature space cells be rectangular serves not only to sdut generali zations, put also to speed the inductive process. Smoothness in probability-feature relationships permits sizable cells to capture similarities in p, and the use of rectangles reduces time complex ity of algorithms.
Induction is the realilation of regularity, partly discovered and partly imposed. Different kinds of credibility criteria and other constraints may be implemented in various forms, all of which provide regularity and improve efficiency: some components become information struc tures, some are built into algorithms, a1'.d some are parameters of algorithms. Means for effective and efficient induction are examined in [Re861.
Probabilistic Structural Induction
As explained in Note 2, we have been dealing solely with selective induction, whereas the great challenge is constructive induction requiring substantial transformation of the original . primitive descriptions.
The new system PLSO is designed to begin with very detailed primitives such. as the contents of individual squares of a checker board. The variation of probability p with primitives is highly irregular, and methods like PLSI are useless since they rely on uniformity of p within clusters.
However PLSO employs a novel ,econd order clustering, which groups not just features, or even probabilities, but rather probability' sur/Gce. in subspaces of primitives. These surfaces represent interrelationships among components of objects. Second-order clustering erealu ,lructure [Re 83b, Re 8Sb1. The system effectively forms a group of transformations or induces rules of a grammar.
Extending the methods discussed in this paper, PLSO imposes various constraints and credi bility measures, and breaks down the problem into several levels, each with a reduced time com plexity (e.g. polynomial instead of double exponential) [Re85b] .
SUMMARY
This paper has outlined some methods used by our probabilistic learning systems PLS. While these systems are quite general, they have been considered here for the induction of heuristic functions in search. PLSl/2 clusters task utility in feature space. Utility may be a probability, used both to guide heuristic search and also to induce the heuristic itself. A ftexible representation (the region) includes both a prototype and a logic description; this permits efficient and effective processing. Similarly benefieial, and included in a region, are both the probability and its' errorj these abbre viate the underlying probability distributions. Among the PLS operators are normalization of necessarily biased probabilities, and discovery and correction of their errors.
We have also considered some ways of speeding the required induction. Efficiencies result from exploiting various constraints. The key to practical, efficient and effective induction .may be found in certain aspects of the probabilistic variation of utility with features, particularly simi larity, accuracy, and credibility. These may be incorporated in effective learning schemes which employ reclassification, re.finement, reorganization, and layering. Many seemingly diverse learn ing systems have incorporated ideas discussed in this paper IRe861.
NOTES
(1) We induce pro60:6ility clu.e.-i.e. classes of discrete probability values. We are NOT directly concerned with probability distributions of the classes. . bility) with feature values. For example, in checkers, the quality of a state (probability of its contributing to winning) varies smoothly and monotonically with the abstract. features typically used, such as piece advantage, mobility, center control, etc.
Ideally, a learning system would be able to deal with more primitive features which describe objects in detail. In checkers, primitives would be elementary board descriptions giving contents of the 32 squares which can be legally occupied. However, no mechanized learning system has this capability. In an analysis or the difficulty 'involved, [ 
